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Remote measurement of surface temperature (Ts) allows assessing surface energy balance. However, 
measured radiation includes not only the radiation emitted by the surface but also the radiation emitted by the 
atmosphere. The signal from the surface is also attenuated by the transfer through the atmosphere. Correction 
of these atmospheric effects requires information on the atmospheric profiles in temperature (Ta) and vapor 
pressure (ea) along the atmospheric path of the thermal infrared measurement. The effect of surface 
emissivity must also be accounted, since it directly affects the level of emitted radiation at a given 
temperature. Poor knowledge in either surface emissivity or atmospheric and reflection effects results in error 
in the determination of Ts from remote sensing measurement. 
The objective of this study is to analyze the impact of using non-coincident radiosoundings to correct the Ts 
retrievals for atmospheric effects. We considered 27 Landsat-7 ETM+ images acquired from 2007 to 2010 
over the lower Rhône Valley in France. Emissivities were estimated by considering the analysis of the NDVI 
– emissivity relationship together with in-situ measurements of soil and vegetation canopy emissivities
performed in our study area. Ts derived from Landsat-7 were evaluated with their comparison with ground 
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measurements performed at four surface energy balance stations set on different ecosystems. Ts were derived 
considering atmospheric corrections performed using: 
(1) the MODTRAN-4 radiative transfer code and atmospheric information derived from nearby 
radiosoundings with a time difference of 1h 45m with satellite overpass, and 
(2) the operational atmospheric-correction tool from NASA, which allows to introduce the surface conditions 
and uses atmospheric profiles from the NCEP interpolated to our particular date, time and location. 
We analyzed the effect of local topography and the variability of Ta and ea at surface level in space and time 
into atmospheric transmission (τa) and upwelling radiance (L↑), two parameters of the radiative transfer 
equation used for the atmospheric correction. These uncertainties led to an error of 1.6 K and to a systematic 
underestimation of 0.14 K for brightness temperature Tb, the temperature of a black body that would have the 
same radiance as the radiance actually observed with the radiometer. From the analysis of the entire images 
and completely clear sky days, there was a good correlation between Tb values atmospherically corrected by 
both methods (absolute RMSE and bias <1 K). Otherwise, highest temperatures were significantly 
underestimated or overestimated (subject to the atmospheric conditions) and the absolute RMSE and bias 
could be up to 2 K. The omission of surface atmospheric conditions (which characterize the lowest 
atmosphere layers) implied higher errors than considering them but acquired 1h 45m later (the error in Tb is 
almost double, while the bias is smaller). 
Our study showed that in the conditions of our images, the effect of local topography and the atmosphere 
variability in space and time could be considered as negligible into the estimation of Ts. However, it is more 
important for Tb and consequently for the derivation of surface energy fluxes (particularly the sensible heat 
flux, and exceptionally negligible for net radiation). 
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